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INTRODUCTION 
LET M BE the closed orientable surface of genus 2. The main purpose of this note is to describe a C” 
foliation 9 on N x S’, transverse to the factor S’, with the following properties: 
(%): The strong growth type of any leaf is either exactly polynomial or non-polynomia1.t 
More precisely, for each n E N, the foliation 9’ has exactly one leaf which is a proper leaf and 
has exactly polynomial growth of degree n; all the remaining leaves are everywhere dense and 
have non-polynomial growth. 
(9ii): 9 has exactly one growth class (i.e. set of leaves having the same strong growth type) 
whose growth type is exponential.+ 
(9iii): The set of growth classes which are non-polynomial but quasi-polynomial [resp. 
non-quasi-polynomial but non-exponential] has the cardinality of the continuum. 
Furthermore, any non-polynomial growth class has the cardinality of the continuum. 
The foliation 9 is example (1,b) of [2] (see also section VI of [3]). After giving a brief survey 
on growth types and foliations in 81, we will compute the growth types of the leaves of 9 in $2; 
properties (Si), (Sii), (Siii) are proved in Propositions 1, 2, 3 and 4. In conclusion, we will 
discuss quickly some related growth phenomena in foliations of codimension 1 and extend our 
construction to higher codimensions.0 
This work was initiated during a stay at IMPA in Rio de Janeiro. Comments of some 
participants at the “School of Topology”, PUC-RJ, have been very stimulating. 
01. PRELIMINARIES ON GROWTH TYPES AND FOLIATIONS 
In order to make precise our descriptions, we have to refine the usual definitions about 
growth types of groups and leaves [4,7]. 
(1.1) strong growth types 
If f and g are two elements of the set T:(N) of order preserving maps from N into itself, f is 
said to be dominated by g if there exist three positive integers A, B, no such that: 
f(n) G Ag(Bn) for n 3 no. 
If p is the equivalence relation on Y(N) associated with this preorder, the quotient space 
%(N)/p inherits a natural (partial) order we denote by s. 
Moreover, the equivalence class of f E%(N) under p, we denote by gr(j), is called the 
(strong) growth type of f. 
This (strong) growth type is said to be:g 
(i) exponential if _limW inf (l/n) log f(n) > 0; 
(ii) quasi-polynomial if Ji+rn= inf (l/n) logf(n) = :i_n~% sup (l/n) logf(n) = 0; 
(iii) polynomia!_ if there exists k E N such that grCf) c gr(xk); 
(iv) exactly polynomial of degree k if grCf) = gr(xk). 
iFor precise definitions of the different growth types see section (1.1). 
SNotice that for any foliation on a compact manifold the growth type of any leaf is dominated by the growth type of the 
exponential (see I .2). 
81t seems that J. Cantwell and L. Conlon know also an example of a surface occurring as a leaf in a C’ foliation of a 
certain closed 3-manifold and having neither exponential nor polynomial growth. 
lDefinitions (i) and (iii) are the usual ones. (ii) and (iv) are new. 
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Non-exponential growth types (and so on) are defined in the obvious way. Finally, notice 
that the strong growth type of f is exponential if and only if grCf) 2 gr (exp) and that it might be 
exactly polynomial even if f is not a polynomial. 
(1.2) Strong growth types of groups and homogeneous spaces 
Let G be a finitely generated group and 2 = {h,, . . ., h,} a set of generators of G such that 
1 E Ifi and h E 1 implies h-’ E C. For g E G we denote by llgl] the length of g (with respect to 2) 
i.e. the smallest p such that g can be expressed as a word hi, * hi2 . *** * hip. 
If H is a subgroup of G, the length llgl] of g E G/H is equal to @II = inf ]]gl] and the growth 
n%? 
function y of G/H (with respect to C) is defined by: 
-y(m) = cardinality of (G/H),,, for m E N, 
where (G/H),,, is the set of elements of length less than or equal to m. Furthermore, the strong 
growth type of y, which is independent of C, is called the strong growth type gr(G/H) of G/H. 
Next, let G [resp. F] be a group [resp. a free group] on p generators and let HI and Hz be 
two subgroups of G such that H? C HI. By Lemma 3 of [4], we get gr(F) = gr (exp) and the 
sequence of surjections: 
F-+G-+GIH2-+GIH, 
leads to the inequalities: 
gr (exp) 2 gr(G) 2 gr(G/Hz) 2 gr(GIHr). (1.2.1) 
(1.3) Transverse foliations on M x S’[l, 21 
It is easy to construct a homomorphism of the fundamental group of A4 onto the free group 
of rank two. So if h and 1 are two order preserving C” diffeomorphisms of [- 1, + I], there exists 
a representation IJ~ of the fundamental group of M into DiK([-1, +11) such that the image of (I 
is the group G generated by 2 = {h, h-‘, I, 1-‘, Id}. 
Using the general construction of section 1.8 of [l], we get a C?’ foliation of the trivial bundle 
it4 x [-1, +l] transverse to the fibers and tangent to the boundary. Furthermore, if h and I are 
C” flat at (-1) and (+l), this foliation is C” flat on a(M x [-1, +l]) and we can identify 
M x (-1) with M X {+l} in order to obtain a C” foliation of M X S’ transverse to the factor S’. 
Moreover, if q is the projection of M X [-1, +l] onto M, the restriction q,_ of q to any leaf L 
is a covering map of L onto it4. And if we identify [-1, + 11 with the fiber of q over the 
base-point of M, the fiber of qL is the homogeneous space GIG,, where x E L n [-1, +l] and 6, 
is the isotropy subgroup of G at x. The space G/G, is isomorphic to the trajectory TX of x by G. 
We define the strong growth type gr(L) of the leaf L by: 
gr(L) = sr(GK9.t 
The set of leaves L’ such that gr(L’) = gr(L) is called the (strong) growth class of L: such a 
growth class is said to be polynomial, exponential. . . according to its (strong) growth type. 
92. THE FOLL4TION 9 
According to (1.3), it is now sufficient, in order to construct the foliation 9 and compute the 
growth type of a leaf L E 9 to construct the corresponding diffeomorphism group G and 
compute the growth type of some homogeneous space G/G,, with x E [-1, +l] fl L. 
So after restating quickly the construction of G in (2.1), we give a more effective description 
of the trajectories of G in (2.2) and (2.3) and we study the set of their growth types in (2.4), (2.5) 
and (2.6). 
(2.1) Construction of G 
Let E([- 1, + 11) be the set of diffeomorphisms f E Diff’Y([- 1, + 11) such that: 
(fr): fZ Id and f is C” flat at (-1) and (+l); 
tit is a well known fact, [7], that this definition of growth for a leaf L is equivalent to the growth of L as a Riemannian 
manifold, when L is equipped with the metric induced by a metric on M x [O, 11 
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cfz): the support of f is an interval [ti, a] such that ti < 0 < a and f’(x) > 1 [resp. f’(x) < l] 
for x E (a, 0) [resp. x E (0, a)]. 
There exists a sequence {kn}nEN in E([- 1, +l]) such that, if [tin,, a,] denotes the support of k,, 
we have the following properties: 
(d,): [iio, a01 = I-1, +ll; a,+~ = kn(&+,) for each n and “$[a., a,] = (0); 
(dz): if h = ko, kc,,, = h-” 0 k, 0 h” for n 2 1 and I(,) = kt,,, 0 k(,,_,, 0 . . + 0 kc,), then I = 
lim I(“) is a Cm-diffeomorphism of [- 1, +l], which is Fiat at (-1). 
” ++a 
Then G is the group generated by 2 = {h, h-‘, 1, I-‘, Id}. 
Remark. We proved in [2] that: 
(i) the trajectory T, of a, by G is proper for each n, 
(ii) the trajectory T, of x E 0 = [-I, +l] - ( U i;n> is everywhere dense for each x. 
IIEN 
Furthermore for x E fl there exists a sequence [& u,] such that (tin, u,) is a connected 
component of [- 1, + 11 - ‘j=‘,, and nGN]tin, u,l = {xl. 
(2.2) The set r, of short cuts at x E [-1, +l] 
For any x E [-I, +l], the length of the elements of G/G, (with respect 
natural distance 6 on the trajectory T, of x. 
The following definition will be useful: 
Definition 1. An element g E G is a short cut from x to y (with respect to 
Y = g(x) and llgll= 0, Y). 
We denote by F, the set of short cuts at the point x. 
to 2) induces a 
2:) if 
For any x, the only short cut at x of length 0 is g = Id; it is the trivial short cut. 
Let G, = G,, and I, = III.. 
LEMMA 1. For any non trivial short cut g E I, there exist p EN* and (a,, . . ., ap) E Zp such 
that: 
(i) g=hafifp=l; 
(ii) g=h”l 0 1% 0 h 0 **. 0 h 0 Iup 0 h-@-” with l<qsp, aGcr,#O and q=Ofor l<j< 
4, ifP>l. 
Conversely, any such g belongs to rn and for each u E T, there exists exactly one short cut g, 
from a, to u. 
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on the length r of the short cuts. 
Indeed, if g E F,, is of length 1, then by definition of 1, g = h’, ??= 2 I. Now if g = g, 0 
g,-I o - - * 0 gl is a short cut at a,, of length r > 1, then g,-’ 0 g is a short cut of length (r - 1) and by the 
obvious induction hypothesis, g is of the form 
Moreover, if /3, <O or /3i 2 q, (g;’ 0 g)(a,) does not belong to the support of I so g, = h’ 
and if 0 G /3i < q or g, = h’, g has the desired form. 
Conversely, if g’ is an element of G of the given form, there exists a short cut g E Fn such 
that g(a,) = g’(a,). It is then easy to see that g = g’. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If u and v belong to the same trajectory T,,, the unique short cur from u to v is the 
element 
g(“,U) = gv o g,-‘. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the distance from u to v. 
(a) If 6(u, v) = 1, the unique short cut &.“) from u to v is either h’ or f’, E = 21. 
Furthermore, &) 0 g. = &) 0 ha1 0 l”q 0 h 0 . . . 0 lap 0 h-@-I’ and as in Lemma 1, it is 
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easy to see that aI < 0 or a1 2 q implies &D,U) = h’. Thus, &,.U) 0 g, is the short cut g, and 
&“.“) = g, o g”-’ = &D.U). 
(b) Next, if S(u, v) = r> 1 and if &v,UJ = g, 0 g,_l 0. - ~0 g, is a short cut from u to U, 
then S(U, w) = r - 1 and S(w, Y) = 1 for w = g;‘(u). By induction, there exists a unique short cut 
gt,,,U) (resp. g(J from u to w [resp. w to U] and therefore 
&WI) = &!(IJ.W) o g(w) = k” a SW-‘) o (gw o gu-7 = g” o gu-’ = g(w)? 
which proves the lemma. 
Now, we can characterise the short cuts at any point x E 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let (x, y) E a2 be such that T, = T,. There exist an integer n E N and a couple 
(u, u) E T,* such that the unique short cut g(y,X) from x to y is given by: 
Proof. The set Z being finite, the number of elements of G of length less than or equal to a 
fixed r is finite. Therefore if g is a short cut from x to y, there exists a neighbourhood V of x 
such that g is a short cut at any point of V. 
In particular, we can choose n such that g is a short cut from u E V n T,, to u = g(u) and 
therefore g = g(D.U) by Lemma 2. An analogous argument shows that g is unique. 
Notice that for each x E [-1, +l], the set I’, is in one-to-one correspondance with G/G, and 
its growth function (as a subset of G) is equal to the growth function of G/G,; so we will 
compute the growth type gr(r,) instead of gr(G/G,) in the sequel. 
(2.3) Z-adic developments and cardinality of growth classes in n 
According to Lemma 1, there exists for each connected component (ii, u) of [- 1, + l] - ?1, a 
unique short cut g = ha1 o 1% o - . . o Iup o he@-‘) at a,, such that (C, u) = g((lr,, a,)). There- 
fore we can index (ii, U) by the corresponding n-tuple (al,. . ., a,) where aj = 0 for p < j s n if 
p <n. 
Of course, if (ri’, u’) C (ti, u) is a connected component of [-1, +l] - T”+,, the correspond- 
ing (n + 1)-tuple (a;, . . ., aA, a;+,) is such that a; = aj for j E (1,. . ., n}. Finally, each element 
x E Q being the intersection of a decreasing sequence of connected components of [- 1, + l] - 
T,, for all n, we define in this way a map Cp from $I into Zw which is clearly a bijection. 
Identifying Q with ZN* by Q, in the sequel, we will write a point x E R as a sequence 
(X&N*. Moreover, for each x, the family { W,,(X)}~EN* defined by Wp(x) = {y E ZN*ly, = x, for 
n up} is a fundamental family of neighbourhoods of x and if ZN* is equipped with the 
corresponding topology, @ becomes a homeomorphism. 
Furthermore, two points x = (xn)nEN 1 and y = (Y~)“~N* of fl belong to the same trajectory if 
and only if there exists a short cut g from x to y. By Lemma 3, we see that TX = T, if and only if 
there exists p such that xi = yj for j > p. The smallest p verifying this property is called the degree 
of the short cut g. 
This short cut can be expressed as 
g = hh o I&, o . . . o h c lY,-‘$ o h-’ o . . . o h-’ o l-5 o h-3 
with yp -x,#O and y,. x,# 0. More briefly we will write 
g = (Y I, y2, . . -, Yp>x. 
Now for x = (xn)nEN* and p EN*, let xp be the partial sum xp = % Ix,]. The point x is said 
n=l 
to be weakly dominated by y if there exists a positive integer A such that 
& s A(p + yP) for each p. 
The points x and y are weakly equivalent if x is weakly dominated by y and vice-versa. 
Evidently, each weak equivalence class is invariant by G. 
LEMMA 4. If x is weakly dominated by y, then gr(r,) 2 gr(r,). In particular each growth class 
in Q has the cardinaliry of the continuum. 
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Proof. Let x and y be two points of a. 
(a) If %p s A(p + VP) for each p, the map 4: rY +TX defined by e(g) = (al,. . ., ap)x for 
g = (al, . . ., (Y~)~ E ry is a bijection such that ll+(g)ll s (A + 2)llgll for each g. Therefore gr(T,) 2 
gr(r,) if x is weakly dominated by y and gr(I’,) = gr(T,) if x and y are weakly equivalent. 
(b) On the other hand, if E E (0, l}N*, each x E fl is weakly equivalent to (x + E), where x + E 
is defined by (x+E)~=x~+E~; thus the weak equivalence class of x and consequently the 
growth class of r, has the cardinality of the continuum. 
(2.4) Polynomial and exponential trajectories 
We are now in position to characterise the polynomial and exponential trajectories. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any x E [-1, +l], the strong growth type gr(G/G,) of G/G, is 
(i) exactly polynomial of degree n if x E T, ; 
(ii) non-polynomial if x E CL 
Proof. (a) It will be convenient to introduce temporarily the elements lj = h’ 0 10 K’, 
j E N*, and the sets C, defined by X0 = 2, = I;; 2, = 2 U{f,, 1,-l,. . , In-,, fil,} for n 3 2. - 
For each n, 2, is a set of generators of G and as in Lemma 1, we can prove that an element 
g E G is a short cut at a, (with respect to Z,) if and only if g is of the form 
with (PI, P2, . . ., &) E Z”. Then by a computation analogous to that of Proposition 3.6. of [81, 
we see that the growth function of the set of short cuts at a. (with respect to 2.) is a 
polynomial of degree R. The strong growth type being independent of the set of generators, 
gr(G/G,) = gr(I’.) will be exactly polynomial of degree n. 
(b) On the other hand, we know that for any point x E a, there exists a sequence {[tin, u,l} 
such that (a,, u,) is a connected component of [-1, +l] - T” and x = rl [iz,, u,]. Therefore G, 
PIEN 
is a subgroup of G,, and by the inequalities (1.2.1), we get 
which proves the proposition. 
gr(G/G,) 2 gr(G/G,,) 
The point 0 E [-1, +l] is represented by the sequence (xn)&N* with xn = 0 for each n. 
PROPOSITION 2. We have gr(r,,) = gr(G) = gr (exp). The growth class of G/Go is that of a/l 
exponential trajectories. 
Proof. Observe that 0 is weakly dominated by any point x E 0. Therefore applying the 
inequalities (1.2.1) and Lemma 4 we get: 
for each x En. 
gr(r,) c gr(ro) s gm s gr (exp) 
On the other hand, if g = ((Y~, . . ., a,& is a short cut at 0 such that (ail = 1 for each j, then 
Ml = 3(m - 1) and the growth function y. of r0 is such that 
yo(3m) 3 y0[3(m - l)] 2 2” for each m. 
In particular gr(I’o) 2 gr (exp). Therefore gr(ro) = gr (exp) and if gr(T,) = gr (exp), then G/G, 
and G/Go belong to the same growth class. 
(2.5) Trajectories whose growth is non-polynomial but quasi-polynomial 
For r E R+, choose x(r) to be the point (x.).~w o f 0 such that x. is [n’], the greatest integer 
less than or equal to n’, for each n. Let &(r) = 5 [n’l for p 2 1. We know by Proposition 1 
II=1 
that the strong growth type of the set rr of short cuts at x(r) is non-polynomial. 
LEMMA 5. For each r E R+, the strong growth type gr(r,) of r, is quasi-po~ynomiu~. 
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Proof. (a) For each r, there exists P, EN such that for each p 3 P,, 
(i) tp + l)r+’ ~ X (r) ( (P + I)‘+’ 
2(r+l) p - r+l ’ 
(ii) Xp(r) <2X,-,(r). 
(b) For p E N, remark that any short cut g = ((r,, (Ye,. . ., a,), at X(T) of length less than or 
equal to X,(r) is such that m Q p and iaji 6 X,,(r) for i E (1,. . ., m}. The growth function y, of I, 
verifies yr(Xp(r)) < (2X,(r) + l)p for each p. Thus for p 3 P, we obtain: 
1% yr<x,<r>> < 2tr + 112 P log 30 + 1) .-. 
X&) - p + 1 (p + 1)’ ’ 
and the right hand side has limit 0 when p tends to infinity. 
(c) Finally, for each m EN, there exists pm EN*, such that Xp,-,(r) s m < X,,(r). 
Therefore, 
log 75(m) ~ log yr(Xp,(r)) ~ X,,(r) . log ~r(&,(~)) 
m X,,-,(r) X&&r) X&Jr) 
and by (a) and (b), we obtain that 
lim log YXm) = 0, which proves the lemma. 
m -D+m m 
PROPOSITION 3. For r > s, one has gr(T,) < gr(I’,). In particular, the set of growth classes of 
trajectories of G, which are non-polynomial but quasi-polynomial, has the curdinulity of the 
continuum. 
The proof of Proposition 3 will require three preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. For r > s and A E N*, there exists qA EN such that: 
y,(Am) 6 2r&n) for m 2 qA. 
Proof. (a) Given r, s and A, it is clear from relation (i) in the proof of Lemma 5 that we can 
choose q such that for each p > q: 
(9 4p + X2&) c (p + X,(r))DL 
(ii) pA =S (p + X,(r))/2A. 
(b) If I-’ (r,s) C I’, is the set of short cuts of degree more than q, we can define an injective 
map 
46 : rtrqqj + b) by 
Jl&) = (BI, PI, Bz, ~2,. . ., BP, p,h where P > q, g = (a,,. . ., apb and Ian\ = Al&\ + jpnl with 
lp,,l < A for each n. 
According to (a) we have: 
IlhWll s (P + JW) + $, l4lA =S kIllA 
for each g E I’(r,q). Thus the growth functions of I’(,,s) and r(S,q) are related by: 
y(r,q#W s y(&m) for m 2 4. 
(c) On the other hand, proceeding as in Proposition 1, one can prove that the growth 
function j&, of Lq) = r, - rt1,4j is a polynomial of degree (q - 1). Therefore, there exists 
qA 3 9 such that $&Am) S yt,,,,(Am)-for m 3 q,+ Combining with (b), we get: 
y,(Am) G 2ycJAm) d 2y(,,,(m) d 2y,(m) for m P qA as required. 
LEMMA 7. For r > s and B E N*, there exists qB E N such that 
yrB(m) d 2ByS(Bm) for m 2 qj3. 
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Proof. We define the degree p of an element 2 = (g’, . . ., gB) of IF (the product of B 
copies of I,) to be p = sup p’, where p’ is the degree of g’. We write such an element g as a 
matrix (a/), with I3 rows’and p columns and we denote by IB (r,q) c rrB the subset of elements 
of degree more than q. 
(a) Choose q such that: 
2Bp +xBp(s)sp s&(r) for p >q. 
Then the injective map x4: rE,s)+I(S.s) defined by x,(g) = (al’, (~1’~. ., alB,. . ., apl3. . ., %% 
for p > q is such that: 
(b) Consequently, y&)(m) s Y(~,~)(B~) for m 2 q. And if we choose qs 2 q such that 
j$.,,r(m) 6 ycr,&m) for m 3 qB (see Lemma 6) we get: 
yrB(m) c 2By&r(m) G 2’yis,@(Bm) 6 2Bys(Bm> for m 3 qB, 
as required. 
LEMMA 8. For r > s, one has lim - = rXm) 0 
m-+oo yS(m) ’ 
Proof. If r > t > s, there exists (see Lemmas 6 and 7) for each C E N, an integer qc such that: 
y,c(m) G 2Cyt(Cm) S 2’C+“yS(m) for m 2 qc 
Thus 
logy,(m),~+(C+ l)h2 
log y&d C C log y&d 
for m Sqc 
and 
which proves the lemma. 
lim log Yr(m) = 0. 
m-r+m log y&n) ’ 
Proof of Proposition 3. For r > s, yr(m) 6 ys(m) for each m and if yr and yS would have the 
same growth type, there would exist integers A, B and m. such that: 
yJm> S yS(m) s Ay,(Bm) for m 3 mo. 
Then, by Lemma 6, there would exist an integer mB such that: 
r,(m) s r&n) s 2&(m) 
for each t, r > t > s and m 3 mg. But this is impossible by Lemma 8 and therefore gr(yr) < 
PfYs). 
(2.6) Trajectories whose growth is non-quasi-polynomial and non-exponential 
It remains to investigate the last family of growth classes. 
PROPOSITION 4. The set of growth classes of trajectories of G, which are non-quasi- 
polynomial and non-exponential, has the cardinality of the continuum. 
Proof. For r E R+, X,(r) being as in (2.3, define T(r) E R by 
i,(r) = 
1 
X,(r) - &-1(r) if n = X&r); 
0 if R g {&(&E~*’ 
Then, if &(r) = $I i”(r), we g&t: 
(i) &(r) s X,(r) fir each q; 
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(ii) g?(r) = Xs(r) for q E {X,(r)}; 
(iii) X4(r) c q for (q + 1) E {X,(r)}. 
(a) The growth function $ of the set f, of short cuts at Z(r) has non-polynomial growth by 
Proposition 1. Moreover 
lim inf log rr(m) ~ lirn log ~,(~~(r)) ~ lim q log (2X,(r) + ‘) = 0 
WI-+= m qE{XpW) %(r) 4 -X&r) 
Thus f, has non-exponential growth type. 
(b) On the other hand, if aj E{-1, +l} for each j, any short cut g = (al,. . ., aqJr E f, of 
degree q, is such that: 
llgll=q+(q-2)+(q-l)+&(r)~4q-3 if (q+l)E{X,(r)}. 
Therefore $(4q) 3 2q for (q + 1) E {X,(r)}, and lim sup (log $(m)/m) 2 (log 2/4) i.e. f;, has m++oS 
non-quasi-polynomial growth type. 
(c) Finally, if q is such that X,,(r) d q <X,+,(r), one has (X4(r)/&(r) G 
(X x,,+,c,j(r)/XxP,,,(r)), and an easy computation shows that there exists A E N with y,(m) c 
y,(m) G y,(Am) for each m. 
For r > s, it follows then from Lemmas 6 and 8 that 
lim 7r(m) - 
m-r+m Ts(m) 
lim r,(m)=0 
m-t+m ydm) ’ 
As in Proposition 3, this proves that gr(r,) < gr(f;,) and so we get the desired result. 
It is now easy to 
(3.1) In codimension 
83. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
discuss briefly some related growth phenomena. 
1 foliations 
(a) If in (2.1) we define k(,, to be h-“’ 0 k, 0 h”‘, the correspotiding foliation 9* has the 
same proper polynomial leaves as 9; as for 9, all the other leaves are everywhere dense and 
have non-polynomial growth. 
Furthermore, the set of growth classes of leaves has the cardinality of the continuum, but all 
the leaves of 9* have quasi-polynomial growth type. 
(b) Using foliation (1,~) of [2] (instead of (1,b)) we get a corresponding family of examples 
with analogous growth phenomena but where dense leaves are replaced by exceptional ones. 
(c) In a forthcoming paper, we will prove the following: 
THEOREM. If 9 is an analytic co&me&on 1 foliation on a compact manifold, every 
non-exponential leaf of 9 has polynomial growth. 
Perhaps one can prove furthermore that such a leaf has exactly polynomial growth and that 
the set of growth classes of leaves of 9 is finite. 
Notice that there exist analytic foliations with exponential leaves (example (2,a) of [2] is 
analytic and has an exceptional minimal set). 
(3.2) In foliations defhed by Lie group actions 
It was pointed out to the author by J. Plante that all the previously described growth 
phenomena occur also in the case of foliations defined by C” locally free Lie group actions. 
Indeed, let I’ be a uniform discrete subgroup of the universal covering group sf(2, R) of 
Sf(2, R) such that there exists a group homomorphism of I’ onto the free group of rank two. 
Given any action q: r x S’ -+$$I, the action 7j: r X (??I X S’)+ sf X S’ defined by 7j(y, g, x) = 
(gy;‘, q(y)x) preserves the trivial codimension one foliation of $f X S’ and induces a foliation 9 
on Sf x !?/I’ with the following properties (see [6] section 3): 
(i) 9 is transverse to the fibers S’ and the relation induced by 4 on the fibers is defined by 
the action of I’ on S’; 
LEAVES WHOSE GROWTH IS NEITHER EXPONENTIAL NOR POLYNOMIAL 
(ii) 9 is the orbit foliation of the action of & given by left translations. 
It is then sufficient to choose q such that Im 7 is our group G. 
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(3.3) In foliations of dimension greater than lt 
Let N be closed manifold of dimension k. We define a codimension (k + 1) foliation on 
(A4 x S’) x N by taking our foliation 9 on (M x S’) x {v) for each Y E N. This example shows 
that our preceding results are valid in any codimension. 
To conclude, let us remark that although we have constructed many homogeneous spaces of 
finitely generated groups having non-polynomial and non-exponential growth, we have not 
succeeded in an attempt to construct such a group. So this problem of Milnor remains. 
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